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Quick Reference Information (But not a Chart!) 

      

Description of all special dice: 
The numbers at the top are designed so that you can use this as a chart (Argh!  Say it 

isn’t so!) if you do not want to create the needed special dice. 
    

Modifiers to attack values: 
If the firing base is in the flank or rear of the target base, the target base’s defensive 

value is reduce by two. 
    

Line of sight in woods: 4” for sparse woods and 2” for heavy woods. 
    

Modifiers to number of spotting dice rolled:  

Condition Spotting Identification 

Spotting unit is designated reconnaissance +1 die +1 die 
Spotting unit is stationary artillery +1 die +1 die 
Enemy units fired from the target area +3 dice -3 dice 
Spotting unit is moving -1 die -1 die 
For every 5” the target area is from the spotting unit 
during limited visibility 

-1 die -1 die 

For every 10” the target area is from the spotting unit 
during daylight 

-1 die -1 die 

    

Who rolls first in Close Assaults?  

Defender’s Condition Attacker is 
attacking 

Defender’s 
Good and behind 
prepared defenses 

Good, Pinned, or 
Regimental Pin 

Retreating 

Front Defender attacks 
first 

Both attacks are 
simultaneous 

Attacker attacks 
first 

Flank or Rear Both attacks are 
simultaneous 

Attacker attacks 
first 

Attacker attacks 
first 
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